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Project Summary 
  
Objective 

This study aims at better understanding how to improve the quality of sleep             
during space travel by assessing the efficacy of inducing sleep spindles using            
auditory stimulation to enhance sleep stability. 

  
Target university partner competences 

Polysomnography, Auditory closed-loop stimulation during sleep, sleep EEG        
analysis, preparing protocols for ethical review 

  
ACT provided competences 

EEG processing, sleep spindle analysis 
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Study Objectives 
 
This study aims at better understanding how to improve the quality of sleep during space               
travel by assessing the efficacy of inducing sleep spindles using auditory stimulation to             
enhance sleep stability. Sleep spindles are hallmark neural oscillations of non-REM sleep            
that can be detected in the human electroencephalogram (EEG). They have been shown to              
play a crucial role in memory consolidation and recently to facilitate sleep stability. This study               
auditory aims at investigating if closed-loop stimulation could be used to increase sleep             
stability by inducing sleep spindles. The two primary objectives are to assess if: 

1. Sleep spindles can be induced at the slow oscillation up-phase by means of auditory              
stimulation. 

2. Sleep stability, as measured by EEG arousal, can be increased by auditory induction             
of sleep spindles. 

  
Background and Study Motivation 
 



Since the early days of human spaceflight, astronauts have reported and complained about             
sleep deficiency and fatigue during missions (Barger et al., 2014; Dijk et al., 2001; Gundel et                
al., 1997; Monk et al., 1998). These sleep disturbances might be in part due to               
environmental factors such as noise, temperature and light intensity interfering with           
astronauts’ sleep maintenance. It is well established knowledge that sleep loss is associated             
with poor health and performance decrements, both of which are crucial for space missions              
(Flynn-Evans et al., 2015; Van Dongen et al., 2003). In this study we investigate a potential                
countermeasure for astronauts’ sleep disturbances. Such a countermeasure would not only           
make space travel safer but potentially improve lives around the globe by alleviating             
common sleep issues. 
  
This study attempts to use auditory stimulation during sleep as an effective method to              
enhance sleep stability by inducing sleep spindles. Sleep spindles are well studied 11 to 15               
Hz neural oscillations which are a defining characteristic of stage 2 non-rapid eye movement              
(NREM) sleep (Gennaro & Ferrara, 2003; Purcell et al., 2017). Nested in slow oscillations’              
(<1 Hz) up-phases they also occur in stage 3 NREM sleep. Sleep spindles originate from the                
interplay of thalamic reticular nuclei neurons and thalamocortical neurons. Feedback loops           
from thalamus to cortex and back synchronize these oscillations and make their waxing and              
waning amplitude of about 0.5 s duration detectable in the human electroencephalogram            
(EEG). 
  
Studies have verified the causal role of sleep spindles in memory consolidation, the process              
of transferring and integrating labile memories into a stable system of long-term memories             
(Mednick et al., 2013; Schabus et al., 2004). Moreover, several investigations have            
implicated a sleep-protective function of sleep spindles (Dang-Vu et al., 2010; Dang-Vu et             
al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Wimmer et al., 2012). Dang-Vu et al. (2010) have shown a                 
negative correlation between sleep spindle density (number of spindles per minute) and            
arousal for the first time in humans. In their experiment participants’ nights were disrupted              
with various noises such as air and road traffic, telephone ringing or hospital-based             
mechanical sounds. Subjects with a higher sleep spindle density had a higher arousal             
threshold compared to subjects with lower sleep spindle density. Wimmer et al. (2012) were              
able to give further evidence for the role of sleep spindles in maintaining sleep by genetically                
modifying Ca2+-dependent small-conductance-type 2 (SK2) K+ channels that underlie spindle          
generation. In their study they could show that the genetically enhanced spindle activity             
(increased amplitude and prolonged duration) would lead to higher auditory arousal           
thresholds. However, up to now causal evidence for the relationship of spindle density and              
sleep stability in human subjects is lacking. 
  
Novel stimulation methods have been used in the recent past to interfere with slow              
oscillations and sleep spindles. Lustenberger et al. (2016) have used transcranial alternating            
current stimulation (tACS) to enhance sleep spindles using a closed-loop system. At the             
online detection of a spindle, oscillatory tACS was applied to selectively modulate the sleep              
oscillation. With this approach they could show that enhanced spindles are related to motor              
memory consolidation. Open loop auditory stimulation protocols have also been shown to be             
effective in enhancing and inducing sleep spindles (Antony & Paller, 2017; Lustenberger et             



al., 2017). These investigations have used continuous white noise presentation with           
intermittent amplitude-modulation in the spindle frequency range. 
None of the aforementioned studies have used these stimulation techniques to establish a             
causal relationship between sleep spindle density and sleep stability in human subjects.            
Therefore, this study aims at investigating the feasibility of inducing sleep spindles at the              
up-phase of slow oscillations by stimulating the brain with oscillatory amplitude-modulated           
sounds and by measuring the effects of induced spindles on sleep stability by presenting              
sleep disruptive sounds throughout stage 3 NREM. 
  
Proposed Methodology 
 
Following standard ethical approval processes, it is proposed to recruit healthy subjects for             
electroencephalography recordings under standardized sleep laboratory conditions, to        
screen each participant for neurological and psychiatric disorders, including sleep disorders,           
by using questionnaires before the measurements take place. Subjects would be told to             
abstain from caffeine- and alcohol-containing drinks the whole day. 
  
It is proposed to assess the efficacy of the auditory stimulation method in daytime nap               
experiments. Participants would undergo three different stimulus conditions: oscillating         
amplitude-modulated sound, no stimulus or other sound stimuli (e.g. commonly used white            
noise sounds for slow oscillation enhancement). 
In a randomized, crossover-counterbalanced design, two different conditions would be          
tested in two non-consecutive nights. Measurements without auditory stimulation but with           
disruptive sounds (DS) would be measured to establish a baseline arousal sound pressure             
level (SPL). Another night with auditory stimulation and DS would be used to evaluate if the                
arousal SPL has increased in comparison to the no-stimulation night. 
Auditory stimulation would begin with the detection of consolidated stage 3 NREM sleep.             
The phase progression of slow oscillations (SO) should be predicted during this stage to              
target the down-to-up-state crossing for stimulation. Oscillating amplitude-modulated sounds         
in the spindle frequency range would be played to elicit sleep spindles by the time the SO                 
would have reached the peak of the up-phase. Auditory stimulation would be on halt for the                
duration of DS. 
After the first 30 seconds of auditory stimulation a DS would be presented to the participants.                
Disruptive sounds are characterized as typically occurring sounds (train, ringing,          
thunderstorms, …) with five seconds duration. They would be presented every 30 seconds             
with random SPL between 40 and 80 dB. If arousal occurs before the five second DS has                 
been ended the DS should be stopped. Arousal here is defined in accordance with the               
AASM scoring rules (Bonnet et al., 2007). Subsequent to DS presentation and/or            
stabilization of stage 3 NREM sleep - in case of an arousal - the auditory stimulation starts                 
repeatedly for a duration of 30 seconds each. 
After each experimental night participants would be asked to complete a questionnaire about             
their sleep quality and whether they would have heard something unusual (e.g. auditory             
stimulation). Subjects would be allowed to go to sleep at their habitual bedtime and stay in                
bed for at least seven hours. 
  



Finally, the efficacy of inducing sleep spindles with auditory closed-loop stimulation would be             
analyzed based on the recorded data. If sleep spindles can be induced with the proposed               
method, their influence on sleep stability would be evaluated. Furthermore, the effect of             
induced sleep spindles on reported subjective sleep quality and other measures would also             
be investigated. 
  
The outlined study methodology should be seen as a guideline and is open for proposed               
improvements. 
  
ACT Contribution 
 
In close scientific collaboration, ACT researchers will support every step of the study. In              
particular the preparation of an elaborate research protocol, experiments and the analysis of             
the acquired data will be conducted by ACT researchers. 
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